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Cat- and dog-specific IgE assays
DPC has introduced Dog-Specific IgE
and Cat-Specific IgE assays to the
expanding IMMULITE allergy
screening panel. Designed to detect
IgE antibodies specific to dog dander
and cat epithelium allergens in serum,
the new assays have been developed to
aid the clinical diagnosis of IgE-
mediated disorders. The assays are
available in 50 and 100 test formats and
have a reportable working range of
0.35–100 IU/ml. Other specific
allergen assays for the IMMULITE
include Latex IgE and Mite IgE, along
with mixed allergen panels for animals,
moulds, trees, grasses and weeds.
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Multiporator
An intelligent device has been
specifically developed for the fields of
molecular and cell biology as well as
for clinical research purposes: the
Multiporator from Eppendorf–
Netheler–Hinz GmbH. The
combination of electronics and a
special hypoosmolar buffer system
ensures that the Multiporator provides
exceptionally high transformation
rates, particularly for mammalian cells.
The high-voltage pulse used for cell
transfection is regulated by a new
electronics system which ensures that
the parameters are maintained exactly,
irrespective of the sample resistance.
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In Brief
High throughput DNA preparation
The Gene Machine from Rosys Anthos
fully automates high throughput DNA
preparation for the first time. Combining the
power of the Plato robotic microplate
processor with the FTATM Gene Guard
System, the Gene Machine allows ‘walk-away’
preparation of purified genomic DNA from
biological samples. It will also automate many
other protocols including PCR and post-PCR
analysis by ELISA. Applications of the Gene
Machine include analysis and archiving DNA
samples for forensic applications, HLA
depositories and military archiving.
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Drug discovery library
Oxford Asymmetry International is
launching ProspectorTM 15,000 as part of
its unique ProspectorTM range of chemical
libraries. The new drug discovery library is
specifically designed to generate the
pharmaceuticals of the future. The library
currently contains 15,000 single, diverse,
drug-like compounds, all of which are well-
characterised and analysed by MS and
HPLC. To increase its value as a discovery
tool, ProspectorTM 15,000 incorporates novel
building blocks and chemical templates with
recognised pharmaceutical relevance.
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PCR buffer
Qiagen Taq DNA Polymerase and a new
robust PCR Buffer bring high quality and
innovation to licensed PCR by allowing
amplification of different PCR systems under
identical cycling conditions. The novel PCR
buffer saves time and effort by eliminating
the need for optimization of individual
primer–template systems due to its unique
combination of KCI and (NH4)2SO4. Difficult
templates can be amplified using the special
Q-Solution.
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Materials characterisation
TopoMetrix Corporation have introduced
two new techniques to be demonstrated at
MICRO’98. Both have broad applications in
materials characterisation and expand the
utility of a basic scanning probe microscope.
Pulsed Force Mode microscopy (PFM)
extends the capability of atomic force
microscopes (AFM) by giving the user the
means to measure local stiffness and
adhesion properties using a higher
frequency scanning technique which avoids
sample damage. Micro Thermal Analysis
(µTATM) combines the visualisation capability
of SPM with the characterisation strengths
of thermal analysis.
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With TECAN’s GENESIS Robotic
Sample Processor (RSP), laboratories
involved in HLA typing and using
PCR, agarose gel and dot-blotting can
relieve staff of the repetitive and
time-consuming job of manual
pipetting. The GENESIS RSP can
prepare DNA, pipette PCR
amplification reaction mixes and load
gels automatically, and can be fitted
with a combination of both disposable
and steel tips. Disposable tips are
suitable for dispensing individual
samples, while the steel tips can be
used to load amplified DNA material
for electrophoresis and blotting.
Loaded PCR racks can be manually
moved from the worktable for thermal
cycling and then replaced for gel
loading. Overall GENESIS RSP
automation provides high levels of
accuracy and reproducibility. Cross-
contamination can also be totally
eliminated. The easy-to-use software
can handle a variety of pipetting and
loading protocols and is compatible
with other TECAN equipment. Once
installed, the system can be fully
operational within a very short time.
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Automated sample processing eliminates manual HLA typing
